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Lead Data Engineer - £70k plus benefits - hybrid 2 days in ManchesterAn exciting

opportunity has arisen to join this leading household name, based in Manchester city centre

(hybrid). The role will be critical in delivering and ensuring data quality, consistency, and

reliability working closely with other data engineers in the team as well as the analytics

team, architecture team and stakeholders. You will be responsible for the development, operation

and maintenance of data pipelines to extract, load and transform data sources from both internal

and external / third-party providers whilst leading a small team of engineers remaining

very much hands-on.The ideal candidate will have led a team or projects and used to

working in an Azure environment with a focus on Azure Data Lake, Databricks, Azure Data

Factory and Power BI architectures.Working with Python, SQL, Spark and Databricks, you

will build, rebuild and maintain data pipelines as well as have the opportunity to work with CI/CD

pipelines, Azure DevOps and Version Control delivering big data solutions.You will be a

great communicator with excellent interpersonal skills and the ability to work with colleagues

and stakeholders at all levels.This is a truly hybrid role requiring you 2 days per week in

Central Manchester commutable from Greater Manchester and beyond. Are you currently on

the lookout for a new role at the moment? Get in touch and we can have a chat

further.Candidates of all ages and backgrounds will be considered for this role. Head

Resourcing is acting as an Employment Agency.
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